The nonlocal integral equation obtained previously allows the determination of the amplitude of Geometrical Resonances in the McMillan-Anderson model. Surface conditions are defined by an adjustable parameter p which is fixed to fit the critical thickness measurements of the Proximity Effect.
A) Geometrical Resonance
In the tunneling characteristic dV/dJ of film diodes being composed of a thin and a relative thick superconducting film separated by an oxide layer (e. g. 300 A and 3 jii thick, respectively, for an Al -Pb diode), as shown in Fig. 1 , a periodic modulation of the usual tunneling characteristic can be observed the frequency of which depends strongly on the thickness d of the thick film 1 . The size of the thin film has no influence. The frequency is in the range
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where the parameters refer to quantities of the thick film. The amplitude of the oscillations is very small, so that the effect is detected more easily in the derivative d 2 V/dJ 2 which exceeds dV/dJ by a factor d/^0 ( ÄS40 in the example mentioned above).
The effect is considerably enhanced by a normalconducting metallic overlay covering the outer surface of the thick film 2 .
The structure disappears, if the sample is warmed beyond the critical temperature of the thin film, even if the thick film remains superconducting.
For the theory of the effect it is supposed that the order parameter A(r) of the thick film is not constant and £0 in space.
A perturbation (3zJ(r) of the order parameter at V alters the local density of states at any other point r in an isotropic homogeneous superconductor. | Zl(r) 2 stands roughly speaking for the density of the consended Cooper pairs. A change in j d(r) 1 means that single-particle excitations are scattered Sonderdruckanforderungen 
where
E=Ek^Ek;
vy , ky are the absolute values of velocity and momentum at the Fermi level. Superposition of the two plane waves associated with k + and k~ results in a local probability density at a distance d from the perturbation which is a periodic function of the ar-
The oscillations in the tunneling density of states are a consequence of that periodicity. The period does not depend on the strength of the perturbation, contrary to phase and amplitude which should show a dependence.
A theoretical formulation of this phenomenon has been achieved by the McMillan-Anderson model 3 , where the perturbation is assumed to be localized on the plane x = d. The ansatz is made
It results in a perturbation of the tunneling density of states which has been calculated at x = 0 to lowest order in SA. That result has been generalized by including all terms of higher order, i. e. the multiple scattering at the perturbation 4 .
A model where the perturbation is spread over a certain range of the a>axis could be calculated exactly by solving Gorkov's equations for a superconducting system which is composed of two layers of different but constant order parameter 5 .
B) Problem
The aim of this paper is to find out the dependence of the oscillations in the tunneling density of states on the surface condition of superconductors. The comparison with experiment cannot be complete, because the experimental data carry only few information concerning amplitude and phase of the oscillations. Boundary conditions have been obtained through a set of integral equations in a previous paper 6 . The solution of those equations gives the spatial variation of the order parameter and the value of the critical temperature. There appears a pair-breaking parameter p which stands for the probability that the incident Cooper pairs are broken by the surface. A normalconducting, metallic cover for instance shows strong pair-breaking. It can be used to determine the value of p by measuring the critical temperature of such a system. of Eq. (6), which reduces in the local limit to the usual Ginzburg-Landau term.
Now we have to restrict the range of integration to the true superconducting volume -d/2 ^ x + d/2. The integrand in the first term on the right hand side of Eq. (6) represents the free energy per unit volume which consequently has to be integrated only over the interval
In order to introduce boundary conditions into the second term in Eq. (6), we shall briefly discuss the results for the two essentially different mechanisms of surface scattering, as obtained in I.
1) A surface which is not pair-breaking can be characterized by the assumption, that the order parameter remains constant on the outside. This means, that in the part of the volume of periodicity which is outside the superconducting region, the derivative dA (x) /dx vanishes. In the present case this means, that the lower limit of integration can be shifted from -Lj2 to -dj2, since the lower surface is assumed to be non-pairbreaking. If we would make the same assumption for the other surface, we would obtain
2) A pair-breaking surface is supposed to break up the Cooper pairs ariving at the surface and to scatter them back as free particles. This is equivalent with the assumption, that A (:r) = 0 outside the surface, i. e. in the part of the volume of periodicity which is not inside the superconductor. Since this implies, that dzl(:r)/d:r is zero in the same region, the integration can be again restricted to the superconductor. However, the discontinuity of dA(x)ldx introduces some additional surface terms, so that the final result would be
If the outer surface is not completely pair-breaking, but breaks only a fraction p of the arriving pairs, we have to combine Eqs. (7) and (8) with weights 1 -p and p, respectively.
A (x) is determined by the minimum of m. We shall find the minimum through its variational equations.
The boundary values of A (x) will not be varied, because we are only interested in a continuous solution for A (a;). Therefore we drop the third term in Eq. (9) and get for the free energy difference m, Eq. (6)
The kernel K(\x -x \) is defined by the kernels Kt (| x -x |) and K3(\x -x'\) given in I according to
and the condition, that K(\x -x'\) must vanish for large distances. The coefficient K(q) in the Fourier representation
-oc can be expanded in the neighbourhood of | q | = 0 and | q j = oo n is the electron density, t = T/Tc the reduced temperature 'ßAf) Tf ' T= V * )
For the sake of simplicity we shall interpolate between both expressions, Eqs. (13) and (14), to get for the kernel a rational fraction. From an exact representation which may be derived by contour integration from the corresponding formula in I, we find some properties which the approximate kernel Since the deviation of the order parameter from its average is small, the variational equation of Eq.
(10) may be linearized retaining terms in Eq. (10) only up to second order in ip(x).
The condition in Eq. (23) is satisfied by a Lagrangian parameter r]. We get the variational equation
^ j dx' exp j-y j x -x j j y(x') , 
Thus the order parameter may be regarded as constant in space up to a small distance I/o from the pair-breaking surface (Fig. 2) 
and from Eqs. The only unknown quantity in Eq. (30) is the parameter p which we shall relate to the critical thickness Ds0 of the Proximity effect 9 . A thin film does not exhibit superconductivity as a consequence of its surface properties, if d becomes smaller than a thereby defined critical thickness Z)s0 . By Eqs. (54) and (55) 
for 0 p 0.5 (Fig. 3) . The curves in Fig. 1 of I are not extended up to that point, because it does not belong to the second order phase transition presumed in the derivation. Nevertheless we shall identify both quantities
because that is one possibility to fit the measurements of Proximity effect satisfactorily with the theoretical curves of I. Aside from that practical use d0 has no real meaning.
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D) Tunneling Density of States
The main idea of the McMillan-Anderson model consists in the assumption of a local perturbation of the order parameter, Eq. (5), in a homogeneous, isotropic superconductor. The periodic modulation of the tunneling density of states is then already established by first order perturbation calculation. On account of that linearity we can calculate the effect of the perturbation given in Eq. (30) The discussion of the result is limited because there are only few experimental data available. We shall investigate two cases, p being small and of order unity, respectively.
First we consider the case of superconducting films prepared without a metallic overlay, i. e. small p.
Along the results of STRONGIN et al. 10 and OPITZ 11 we find Ds0«30 Ä, D,0/f0 = 0.04 for Pb and Ds0 «45 Ä, Dso/£o~0. 01 for In, respectively *. The appropriate value of p is p«0.15 for Pb and «0.13 for In, Fig. 3 . Thus the numerical factor on the right hand side of Eq. (42) which determines the strength of the oscillations is «0.006 and «0.005, respectively.
On the other hand for p = 1 we find that factor to be «0.033, about six times the value for small p. To relate the absolute value of the oscillations in the density of states with the first derivative of the tunneling characteristic we have to calculate
is the tunneling density of states of the thin film, i. e. that part of the diode which is not responsible for the Geometrical Resonance. If the thin film consists of a normalconducting metal, i. e. A2 = 0, we can just set dWdr-A^A^eV)
where N0 is the density of states of the normal metal. If the thin film is a superconductor we have to evaluate the integral in Eq. (45). There seems to be an enhancement in the periodic structure when the thin film becomes superconducting because of the energy gap singularity in the density of states. In this case many electrons are available in a relative small energy interval to tunnel from the thin film into the thick film, into states of rapidly varying density. The right hand side of Eq. (45) It should be emphasized, that the results of this section are no longer valid, if the tunneling energy h co is near the energy gap £0 . That is a consequence of the perturbation calculation used in the McMillanAnderson model. It follows that a quantitative comparison has to be restricted to values of eV beyond the range of the strong increase in dV/dJ near £0 .
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